Sharpen and Steel with the
E-Z Edge Personal Sharpener

Always a perfect edge for
®
all Whizard Trimmers.

Better productivity. Better product appearance.
Better for the bottom line.
The Cost of a Dull Blade.
Increased operator effort and diminished product appearance.
Many applications, such as bone trimming, can quickly dull a blade. Some demanding
applications may require blade changes during the shift. Operator training to properly
sharpen a blade is time consuming. Problems associated with dull blades are:
m Lower productivity and yields
m Increased stress on the wrist and forearm
m Reduced product appearance
m More frequent blade changes
m Lost time sharpening and replacing blades

Now anyone can sharpen Whizard® Trimmer blades
perfectly every time with minimal training.
Quick • Precise • Consistent • Simple
The Whizard Trimmer
blade/housing assembly
is automatically held in
proper position with the
new E-Z Edge Sharpening
System. It precisely
sharpens the blade while
the trimmer is running,
plus it steels the blade
edge accurately and
consistently for improved
blade life.

Available as both portable or
fixed models (as shown). The
E-Z Edge Sharpener brings fast
and effective blade sharpening
to where it is needed most!

Improve Worker Productivity and Safety
Take the guess work out of sharpening
The Bettcher E-Z Edge Sharpening System is a breakthrough in Whizard edge management
that makes sharpening blades easier and more precise than by hand sharpening alone.
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Increase Productivity - Sharp blades cut with reduced effort
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Better Product Appearance - Sharp blades cut
more precisely for improved product appearance
and yield.
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Accurate Sharpening - The cubic boron nitride rod
quickly restores a sharp edge
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Exact Steeling - Precisely steels the inside and
outside blade edge to improve blade performance
by restoring rolled edges. No more guesswork.
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Longer Edge Life - Correctly sharpened blades
maintain an edge longer
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Improve Blade Life - The E-Z Edge increases blade
life by restoring rolled edges by always sharpening
at the right angle

Long life cubic boron
nitride sharpening rod.

Convenient built-in
hanging ring.

Durable steeling rod
straightens outside
blade edge.

Trimmer locator
accurately guides the
trimmer into the proper
position for quick and
easy sharpening.

Contoured handle is
comfortable to hold
and slip resistant.

Spring loaded design provides quick
easy sharpening and steeling.

Easy to Train, Easy to Use
Straight Blades
Top View

Step 1: With the trimmer running, place

Bottom View

the E-Z Edge locator over the blade
house.
Step 2: While holding the E-Z Edge firmly
down on the blade housing, slide
the sharpening rod against the
blade for a few seconds, with very
light pressure.
Step 3: Slide blade against the steeling
rod for a few seconds, with very
light pressure and you’re done!

C
Flat Blades
Top View

Step 1: With the trimmer running, place

Close-Up

the trimmer inside the locator.
Make sure the blade is centered
between the two rods.
Step 2: Rest the blade flat on the two rods
with a very light pressure.
Step 3: Slide blade against the steeling
rod for a few seconds, with very
light pressure and you’re done!

Invest in Edge Management
Model 210 - Blade Sharpener
The choice of many medium to high
volume operations the world over.
+ Cost Effective - Sharpens and
steels virtually all Whizard blades
in a compact, low-cost package.
+ Factory Edge - restores dull
blades to their original factory
edge.

AutoEdge™ Precision Blade Sharpener
Designed for high volume operations that
need to precisely sharpen a large
number or wide variety of blades.
+ Automatic Sharpening - Simply
load a blade and press one
button; this allows the operator
to multitask.
+ Consistent Perfection Computer controlled sharpening
and steeling process delivers
maximum blade sharpening.
+ Increased Blade Life - Precision sharpened blades require
fewer grindings. Computer controlled for optimum blade life.
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